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South Africa - Weather

SOUTH AFRICA : South Africa will have opportunities for spotty rainfall this week. Natal and 

Mpumalanga will receive enough rain to keep soil moisture near current levels while net drying is still 

slated for most other locations. Planting, winter wheat harvesting, and general fieldwork will advance 

swiftly around the rain. Many areas in Free State, North West, Limpopo, and neighboring locations will 

otherwise become or remain too dry for ideal establishment and early-season growth for the summer 

crops.
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST : Harvesting should advance and should soon be completed around a few rounds of 

precipitation expected during the next two weeks with each round of precipitation not likely to be 

most areas see highs in the 40s and 50s through Wednesday highs in the 30s and 40s will be most 

common Friday into early next week.

U.S. DELTA : The Delta and the Southeast will see a few rounds of precipitation during the next two 

weeks with periods of dry weather around the precipitation likely adequate in allowing harvesting to 

advance and soon be completed in much of the region. o The precipitation will be beneficial for winter 

crops while some cotton may be discolored with the dry days likely to bleach some of the cotton 

white.
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL:  An improving trend for crop development will occur during the next two weeks in most of the 

driest areas in western and northern Brazil where regular rounds of showers and thunderstorms bring 

enough rain to induce at least temporary improvements in soil moisture with exceptions in 

northeastern Brazil. o Temperatures will not be as hot as what occurred last week and that will help to 

prevent moisture from the coming rain from being rapidly lost to evaporation.

ARGENTINA : Argentina will see a good mix of rain and sunshine through the next two weeks and 

fieldwork should advance well between rounds of rain while soil moisture in place and the expected 

rain will favorably support most crops. o Rain Tuesday into Wednesday will be important in the driest 

areas of central and northern Cordoba and southern Santiago del Estero while central and northern 

Santiago del Estero will remain in need of rain.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE : Coverage and significance of precipitation in the next seven days will further decline from that of the previous week. The gradual reduction in precipitation last week and this week will be good for allowing some 

greater late season fieldwork to advance, especially in the southwest where conditions are driest. Precipitation that does occur will be greatest in the western Balkan Countries. Greater rainfall would be beneficial though 

in eastern Spain.

AUSTRALIA : Significant rain through the first week of the outlook in Queensland and New South Wales will notably raise soil moisture and improve conditions for dryland crops. The rain may be enough to cause localized 

flooding, although most of the heavier rain will move around and as dry as the soil has been it will not take long for the ground to absorb the moisture. Some of the meaningful rain will also reach South Australia and 

Victoria, which is a change from the previous week’s forecast. Western Australia will continue to be dry though.
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